Year 4 Willaston Weekly Distance Learning Week
Daily Reading
Ensure your child reads everyday. Check that they are reading accurately and have a clear understanding of what
they have read. Ask questions throughout and ask questions throughout and see what they can recount/remember
about what they have been reading. Look at Oxford Owls website for suitable books online too.

Ongoing ideas to support your
year 4 child -

Writing Tasks - Fiction

Writing Task - Non fiction

Practice and recall 4, 6,7,8 times
tables- there are great songs linked
to these tables on YouTube by Mr
DeMaio.

http://www.pobble365.com
Complete the Pobble task - choose some of the sentence
starters and question to complete, then create your story
- you could choose a different image if you wish.

Use the persuasion powerpoint to support you
in convincing someone you live with to like
something that you like. Write a persuasive
review. See the link to the explanation clip to
help you.

You can also access a lovely range of
audio books from audible free of
charge while school is closed. How
about listening to the Secret Garden
chapters 3 and 4 this week

Maths focus -To add fractions with the same denominator. Use the powerpoint to support your learning
and complete the tasks. Discuss your understanding with someone at home. Have a go at the tasks.
Remember to think back to your learning of addition. Complete some of the varied fluency questions and
reasoning and problem solving questions. You can do these aurally or write them out in your yellow book
if you can’t print them. Another idea is the adding of fractions sheet to complete as many as you need
to so you are confident with adding fractions with he same denominator. Play the following game!
http://www.sheppardsoftware.com/mathgames/fractions/FruitShootFractionsAddition.htm

Topic
Use the presentation to learn about totem poles. What would your spirit animal be? How does your
family influence your life? These are things you will look at to then create your own totem pole.

https://stories.audible.com/startlisten

Diary entry
Keep a diary of the events whilst you
are off school- little but often.
Remember to concentrate on your
thoughts and feelings as well as what
you are doing. This will be something
important to read in future and
eventually will become a historical
source of information.
Focus on making your handwriting the
very best it can be.

